Errata

In Volume 65, Number 3 an error regretfully appears on page 785 in the author biography footnote of Judge Susan Webber Wright’s lecture, *High Profile Cases in a Technological Age*. The footnote, as corrected, should read as follows:

* The Honorable Susan Webber Wright is Chief Judge of the Eastern District of Arkansas. Judge Wright has served as U.S. District Judge since May 1990 and as Chief Judge since July 1998. Prior to her judgship, Judge Wright served on the faculty at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock School of Law. Judge Wright graduated from the School of Law at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock with High Honors. She earned an M.P.A. from the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville and a B.A. from Randolph-Macon Woman’s College.

The *Review* assumes full responsibility for this mistake; it in no way reflects on the intention of the author. The *Review* apologizes to its readers, and most of all to Judge Wright, for this error.